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GLASS
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Decorative glass manufacture, specializing bespoke glass solution such as laminated glass, antique mirror, jade glass, 
textured glass, pattern glass, kiln casted glass, color glass, decorative glass, bending & tempering, water jet cutting, 
computer grooved glass, color coated glass, sandblasted glass, acid- etched glass, silkscreen glass, graphic printing glass, 
one way mirror, handcrafted glass, mirroring glass, coating glass... etc.
Project range: Commercial, residential, hospitality, retail, etc
Customization: Yes
Max. Processing Size : 7000 mm x 3300 mm
Thickness:3 - 25 mm

Contact: Rony, Yeung [info@glasslabel.com.hk]
Website: www.glasslabel.com.hk

Location: Hongkong/Dongguan, China

GLASS  I  GLASS LABEL Project collaborating:  Qingdao MGM Hotel, China 
Accessable in North America:  Yes
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GLASS  I  GLASS LABEL
PRODUCT
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GLASS  I  GLASS LABEL
PROJECTS
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GLASS  I  XIANGYE GLASS
Decorative glass manufacture, specialising bespoke glass solution such as laminated glass, textured glass, pattern glass, 
kiln casted glass, color glass, decorative glass, bending & tempering, water jet cutting, computer grooved glass, color 
coated glass, sandblasted glass, acid- etched glass, silkscreen glass, graphic printing glass, one way mirror, handcrafted 
glass, mirroring glass, coating glass... etc.
Project range: Commercial, residential, hospitality, retail, etc
Customization: Yes

Contact: Mr. Wan
Phone: +86 158-681-64588

Location: Hangzhou, China

Project collaborating:  Qingdao DiaoYuTai Hotel, China
Accessable in North America: No
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GLASS  I  XIANGYE GLASS
PRODUCT
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GLASS  I  KY GLASS
Shanghai Kangyu is a comprehensive architectural art decoration enterprise, after 18 years of development, formed five business 
system development platform -- architectural copper decoration, architectural glaze decoration, enamel art, door and window 
curtain wall manufacturing, religious system architectural decoration.
Shi Senbin, founder, studied it Shanghai Arts and Crafts School, majoring in arts and crafts, and was one of the first students 
to receive professional arts and crafts education in China.  The pursuit of breakthroughs and extremes has been a part of Shi 
Senbin’s creative career, and the essence of “creation source” is reflected in his artworks.
Customization: Yes

Contact: Mr. Wu, Di
Phone: +86 021-63773779
Location: Shanghai, China
Website: www.kygroup.com

Shanghai Tower ( Landscape ) Lobby, the world’s first art glass scroll (2015) 564m2

Project collaborating:  Qingdao DiaoYuTai Hotel, China
Accessible in North America: Yes
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GLASS  I  KY GLASS
PROJECTS
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GLASS  I  EYE - D - CIRCLE 
Eye D Circle is a one-stop service provider specializing in high quality furnishing  materials, unique decor and tailor made luxurious interior design products.  

They have been collborated with many globaly influential design firm for project in Asia, 

They already have a wide range of interesting materials and also very keen to create the design us designers have in mind. 

Contact: Andy Zeng

App: EYE-D-CIRCLE  

Email: Andyzeng@d-circle.com.cn & Info@eye-d-circle.com

Location: China, ShenZhen

Project collaborating:  Qingdao DiaoYuTai & MGM Hotel, China
Accessible in North America: Yes
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GLASS  I EYE - D - CIRCLE 
SAMPLES
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HARDWARE
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HARDWARE  I  JUNG
Made in Germany, founded in 1912 by Electrician Albrecht Jung.  The main focus was on the production of his patented invention: the 

pull switch with 1/8 rotation.

Today JUNG offers a large selection of devices and systems that impress with their modern technology, sophisticated design and 

exceptional range of functions. Including switches, outlets, dimmers, and observers, and systems for controlling features in home;  from 

lighting, blind, or temperature control to wireless and KNX technologies, door communication, and multimedia control, etc.

Contact:  

Email:

Website: www.jung.de/en/

Project collaborating:  N/A
Accessible in North America: Yes
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HARDWARE  I  KAWAJUN
North American contact: refer to SM Libri

China Contact: Ding, Juan

Wechat: sunnyteiken

Website: http://kawajun.com.cn

Project collaborating:  Qingdao MGM Hotel, China 
Accessable in North America:  Yes
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HARDWARE  I  SUGATSUNE Project collaborating:  Qingdao DiaoYuTai Hotel, China 
Accessable in North America:  Yes

Everything you can imagine in hardware.

North American contact: refer to SM Libri

China Contact: Huang, Wei

Wechat: hw13801215337

Website: https://www.sugatsune.com
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HARDWARE  I  VIMAR
• Started since 1945, made in Italy, Marostica headquarters.
• Environmental sustainability with photovoltaic and geothermal power.
• Search for simplicity, to offer solutions that speak the language of their users, from both aesthetic and functional points of view.
• Product covers from wiring devices, smart home, door entry, safety & security, socket and plugs, all designed to provide the 

most efficient and stylish modern home automation systems.
• Many combinations for cover plate design and types of controls.

Email: info@imtra.com
Website: https://www.vimar.com/en/int
Phone: +1 508 995 7000

Project collaborating:  N/A
Accessible in North America: Yes
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LAMINATED FLOOR
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SPC  I  LAMETT FLOORING

• SPC = Stone Plastic Composite
• Exceptionally realistic look and texture, some collections have a synchronous wood structure, could 

actually feel a knot or a wood grain.
• 70% limestone, mixed with about 25% PVC, different layers are compressed into a strong, thin plank. 

No adhesive is used. Very stable, with low VOC emission
• Easy click system, fast installation, watertight.
• Integrated IXPE sub-flooring, good acoustic performance, 
• 100% waterproof and anti-slippery.  
• Can be installed in large surfaces without profiles (up to 400 m²) does not require acclimatisation, 

suitable for every room, 
• Anti-abrasive and scratch, suitable for hospitality and commercial project, even restaurant, swimming 

pool and gym.

China contact: Jackie Zhang
Email: jackie.zhang@lamettchina.com
Website: http://www.kasaromosaic.com
Phone: +86 138 165 75010

Project collaborating:  N/A
Accessible in North America: Yes
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SPC  I  LAMETT FLOORING
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SPECIAL FINISHES
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SPECIAL FINISHES  |  AGGLO TECH  I  TERRAZZO
Agglotech SpA is Europe’s largest producer of terrazzo, with vast range of color.  Being cut from slabs, all their marble-cement 

agglomerates can be personalized and made specifically

Contact:  Alan Li

Wechat: IDEALSOURCE6699 

Website:  https://www.agglotech.com

Project collaborating:  N/A
Accessible in North America: Yes
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SPECIAL FINISHES  |  ENAMEAL SHI
Enamel Shi Studio was founded in Shanghai in 2010. As one of the few cross-cultural enamel studios in the world, it is committed to expand 
the enamel craft in modern society and promoting the generation of new enamel art forms in its exploration. Under the leadership of founder 
Jun Shi, the studio actively connects the designers, handicraft, architecture, religious, multimedia and other fields. In the future, we will 
continue to explore and innovate in the social application of enamel art, and use enamel as a medium to build a research and create platform 
for interdisciplinary and cross-cultural collaborative work among artists, technologists, scientists and engineers.
Customization: Yes

Contact: Mr. Wu, Di
Phone: +86 021-63773779
Location: Shanghai, China
Website: en.clo-shi.cn

Project collaborating:  N/A
Accessible in North America: Yes
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SPECIAL FINISHES | EYE - D - CIRCLE | CARVED LEATHER
Eye D Circle is a one-stop service provider specializing in high quality furnishing  materials, unique decor and tailor made luxurious interior design products. 

They already have a wide range of interesting materials and also very keen to create the design us designers have in mind. 

They have an app that has all their products by categories, I can share invitation codes if you need :)

Contact: Andy Zeng

App: EYE-D-CIRCLE  

Email: Andyzeng@d-circle.com.cn & Info@eye-d-circle.com

Location: China, ShenZhen

Project collaborating:  Qingdao DiaoYuTai & MGM Hotel, China
Accessible in North America: Yes
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SPECIAL FINISHES | EYE - D - CIRCLE | RESIN
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SPECIAL FINISHES | EYE - D - CIRCLE | OTHER

Ceramic SculptureLacquer 3D Wood Pattern Linen Sculpture Wood Sculpture
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SPECIAL FINISHES  |  GOBBETTO  
Gobbetto is an Italian natural resin manufacture founded nearly for 60 years. The company has been working closely side by side with Italian 

top artists, designers and architects. Together they created a numerous high quality aesthetic spaces which have combined of art, design 

and eco-friendly. Gobbetto amber art series is the most significant achievement through years of research and experiments. The product 

combined the characteristics of natural amber materials with special craft processing, it is able to obtain the glossiness from natural amber 

as well as stain resistant; corrosion resistant; waterproof; anti-slippery; hardness; adhes

China contact: Damien Du

Phone: +86 185-000-80222

Project collaborating:  Qingdao DiaoYuTai & MGM Hotel, China
Accessible in North America: Yes
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GRP  I  GREENZONE
• GRP = Glassfiber Reinforced Plastic
• Lightweight but rigid, non-conductive, corrosion resistance.
• Fire-proof, water-proof, easy to maintain
• Could be an be molded into artistic shapes, and decorated with any color, texture, even gradient.
• Easy to be modified on site, cut to size, painted.
• With unique clicking detail, could achieve large seamless surface.
• Environmental friendly production and product.

Contact: Ms. Wen
Email: 173740212@qq.com
Website: http://www.greenzone.hk/en/index.php
Phone: +86 189 299 59956

PARAPET FACING SERIES

Project collaborating:  N/A
Accessible in North America: N/A
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GRP  I  GREENZONE

PARAPET FACING SERIES
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MOSAIC  I  KASARO
- Specializing in high-quality mosaic series, from glass, glass mix stone, shell, stainless steel, etc.
- Constantly developing new mosaic types, over 30 types every month.
- Tile types: walls, floors, borders, swimming pool
- More than 1000 standard colors
- Varied selections for shape, dimension, open to customization

Contact: Nicole Tao
Email: nicole@asaromosaic.com
Website: http://www.kasaromosaic.com

STAINLESS STEEL COLLECTION
STONE COLLECTION

Project collaborating:  N/A
Accessible in North America: Yes
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SPECIAL FINISHES | LUXFACE l  RESIN
Luxface is one of the largest creative resin manufacturers in China, started in 2008 located in Shanghai, they  have a team of artisans who are 

committed to helping customers realize their designs and show their taste by using the best quality raw materials, machines, combined with 

handcrafted creativity. Now it has achieved seamless closure, environmental protection without formaldehyde, corrosion resistance, A-grade 

fireproof, outdoor use, etc., to meet the diversified application needs of customers. They work with big design firms on high end hospitality 

projects. 

Contact: Fancy Pan

Mob/Wechat: 18918129806

Email: fancy@luxface.com

Location: Shanghai, China

上上海海中中心心8844层层锦锦江江杰杰酒酒店店  
SShhaanngghhaaii  TToowweerr  8844tthh  HHootteell  

Project collaborating:  Qingdao DiaoYuTai & MGM Hotel, China
Accessible in North America: Yes
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SPECIAL FINISHES | LUXFACE  I  LIQUID METAL
LUX FACE takes resin as the core element for innovation. Each panel is hand crafted integrating colors. pearl pigment. organic material 

metals, shells, fabrics. graphics. textures into resins. creating one of a kind, decorative panels that add an innovative aesthetic to architectural 

installations. 
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WALL-COVERING
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WALL-COVERING  |  AUSARA
Ausara surface and textile is a small company led by Shoson Thatawakorn and Jarupatcha Achavasmith. The workshop, beautifully located in 

the outskirts of Bangkok, employs 9 craftsmen and weavers with different backgrounds. Together they create by hand the collections of textiles 

and wall coverings, designed by the two owners.  Their specialties are weaves, installation artworks, and surfaces.  They work side by side with 

designers, getting  involved in early design stage, propose materiel and techniques, development and installed.

Contact: Shoson Thatawakorn

Phone: +66897766292

Email: shoson@ausarasurface.com

Website: www.ausarasurface.com/

Project collaborating:  N/A
Accessible in North America: Yes
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WALL-COVERING  |  4SPACES
4Spaces GmbH is a Swiss based textile company producing textiles with identity and character.

With more than 30 years of experience in the textile sector and working with the most prestigious international brands, the 4Spaces team 

launched its own collection on the global textile market in 2008. 4Spaces works worldwide with architects and designers to transform their ideas 

into customized textile solutions. As design consultants, 4Spaces also develops color, textile and interior design concepts for architects and private 

customers in cooperation with qualified specialists who are part of our network.

Project collaborating:  N/A
Accessible in North America: Yes
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WOOD
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“Decospan believes that wood contributes to beautiful, warm living and work interiors. Not 
just that - it also improves quality of life.”
- Wood veneer is available in more than 165 different standard wood species.
- Various options for veneer slicing and jointing technique, to fit all design intent
- Committed to intensive project assistance: Customization, colour fine-tuning, internal  
technical experts.

Contact: Greer Woollcott (Toronto)
Email: gwoollcott@designonesource.com
Phone: 437-771-7537
Website: https://www.decospan.com

WOOD  I  DECOSPAN Project collaborating:  N/A
Accessible in North America: Yes
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WOOD  I  DECOSPAN
9 BRAND COLLECTIONS, FROM FLOOR TO WALL
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WOOD  I  DECOSPAN
QUERKUS, FINE OAK COLLECTION
- Using high quality European oak
- Website: https://www.querkusdecospan.com
- Dimensions: 3050x1220 mm / 2750x1220mm
- Various texture treatment: plain, brushed (3 types), scratched (5 types), distressed
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WOOD  I  DECOSPAN
LOOK’ LIKES, RECONSTITUTED VENEER COLLECTION
- 15 product: 2 classics, 8 exotics, 5 art
- Website: https://www.looklikesdecospan.com
- Comes in panel, ply, flex, wallpaper
-Truly sustainable production, urea-formaldehyde free glue
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WOOD  I  VINTAGE TIMBER

Contact: Mr. Zhou
Email: :vintagetimber@hotmail.com
Phone: +86 136-316-36576

Project collaborating:  Qingda MGM Hotel, China
Accessible in North America: No
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WOOD FLOORING
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WOOD  I  CADORIN WOOD FLOORING
- 110% Italian made, with high class craftsmanship; from drawing, design, manufacturing, to packing.
- Special structure of 3-layer solid wood, thickness (4.5-5mm).
- Tailor-made plans, customized to suites all need.
- Wide range of timber, over 30 species of wood, with varied machining and finishes available.
- Max size: width up to 33CM, lengths up to 5M
- Certified quality, environmental friendly and sustainable

Email: info@cadoringroup.it
Phone: +39 0423 544 019
Website: https://www.cadoringroup.com

Project collaborating:  N/A
Accessible in North America: Yes
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WOOD  I  CADORIN WOOD FLOORING
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WOOD  I  IGRANDICLASSICI WOOD FLOORING
“It was a love for tradition and for our past which inspired the return to the refined, timeless style of 
leitmotif in the I Grandi Classici project, which was born from a careful study of the décors which appear 
in historical houses around Europe, in close symbiosis with culture and passion for wood.”

- Modern meets classic.
- Offers a wide range of wood types, which allows to create, within the desired colour scheme, original 
designs and personalized creations based on the project. 
- Collection includes: Marquetries, panel patterns, and herringbone

Website: https://www.igrandiclassici.it/it/

Project collaborating:  N/A
Accessible in North America: Yes
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WOOD  I  IGRANDICLASSICI WOOD FLOORING
PROJECTS
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WOOD  I  PARCHETTIFICIO TOSCANO 
WOOD FLOORING
“Without art, it would only be a floor.”
- 100% Italian made, with high class craftsmanship; from drawing, design, manufacturing, to packing.
- Wide range of timber with varied pattern, color, and finishes available.
- Product range from interior flooring, decking, wood wall, stairs, etc.
- Great selections of dimension and thickness.

Web: http://www.parchettificiotoscano.it

Project collaborating:  N/A
Accessible in North America: Yes
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WOOD  I  PARCHETTIFICIO TOSCANO 
WOOD FLOORING
PROJECTS
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WOOD  I  MAZZONETTO WOOD FLOORING
- 100% Italian made, with high class craftsmanship; from drawing, design, manufacturing, to packing.
- Wide range of timber with varied pattern, color, and finishes available.
- Product range from interior flooring, decking, wood wall, stairs, etc.
- Great selections of dimension and thickness.
- Certified quality, environmental friendly and sustainable.

Web: http://www.mazzonettoweb.it/en/

Project collaborating:  N/A
Accessible in North America: Yes
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WOOD  I  MAZZONETTO WOOD FLOORING
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WOOD  I  IMONDI WOOD FLOORING
- Founded in England, with current headquarter in Shanghai China and Netherlands, specializing in turning reclaimed wood into 
wood flooring and panel product.
- Open to customization and bespoke design regarding finishes, dimension, construction.
- Great portfolio of projects around the world, from retail, residential, to hospitality.

Contact: Benson Cao
Email: benson.cao@imondi.com
Website: http://www.imondi.com
Phone: +86 186 0169 5598

Project collaborating:  Qingda MGM Hotel, China
Accessible in North America: Yes
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WOOD  I  IMONDI WOOD FLOORING
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WOOD  I  JONHOS WOOD FLOORING
- Specializing in artistic parquet, engineered hardwood floor, and laminated flooring.
- Open to customization and bespoke design regarding color, finishes, dimension, construction.
- Design covers both modern and classic style.

Contact: Liu, Qing
Email: skyliu@vip.163.com
Website: https://jonhos.com/
Phone: +86 186 888 80680

CLASSIC COLLECTION

Project collaborating:  N/A
Accessible in North America: Yes
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WOOD  I  JONHOS WOOD FLOORING

MODERN COLLECTION


